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Exclusive and world-class campus for Bengaluru goes live

In the evolution of the USI offices as a distinct competitive advantage and a
global delivery and innovation central for Deloitte, Friday, March 21, 2014, was a
historic day. The new, exclusive, and world-class campus for USI in Bengaluru
was inaugurated reflecting Deloitte’s commitment to investing in the growth of its
people and competencies of USI, as well as offering the best of facilities and a
state-of-the-art infrastructure for nearly 20,000 professionals in the India offices.
The inauguration was attended by several leaders from the United States, USI,
and the Deloitte India member firm, including Hari Kumar, regional managing
principal, USI; Bob Chapman, managing partner — Global, Deloitte LLP; and M
Lakshminarayanan, managing partner — Tax, Deloitte Haskins & Sells.
As the second largest office location for USI and one of the fastest growing
offices of Deloitte, Bengaluru represents the promise and potential of USI. In just
four years, since its opening in July 2010, the Bengaluru office has grown rapidly
to increase its strength accounting for one-third of USI’s headcount growth during
this period, replicating all the signature USI programs, initiatives, and facilities
that represent Deloitte’s commitment to clients, people, and community, and
playing a pivotal role in fueling the growth of the Consulting practice and now the
expansion of the AERS Advisory practice as well.
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Glassdoor recognizes Echevarria among Highest Rated CEOs
Deloitte CEO Joe Echevarria was named to Glassdoor’s Highest Rated CEOs in 2014 list.
Glassdoor, a jobs and career online community, released its annual report on March 21, 2014, highlighting the 51 Highest Rated CEOs
according to employees. Echevarria ranked 16th on the list and received a 92% approval rating based on anonymous, voluntary reviews that
Deloitte employees shared on Glassdoor’s company review survey throughout the past year.
Echevarria was the only Big Four CEO to make the list. He is also featured in a Forbes slideshow titled “America’s 20 Favorite Bosses,”
highlighting the top 20 CEOs on Glassdoor’s list.
Deloitte’s inclusion on the list is a demonstration of its commitment to professional growth and development. To view the complete ranking of
the 51 Highest Rated CEOs, click here.
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USI AERS moves to H Block
A brand new office
USI AERS made the move to a brand new office — H Block in Hyderabad, on Tuesday, April 1, 2014, underscoring the firm’s growing
footprint. Situated right next to G Block in Gachibowli and in close proximity to the A–D blocks, the new facility houses the next generation
collaborative workspaces, colorful interiors, and cool breakouts.
USI AERS professionals, led by the AERS Move Committee, had a huge part to play in deciding various aspects of the H Block office. The
transition process witnessed active involvement from the professionals. Various contests and programs soliciting innovative and creative
ideas for the décor, color schemes, interiors, and names of the meeting rooms kept the professionals interested and excited about the new
block.
The launch
A special launch ceremony was held to celebrate the migration on April 1, 2014. USI AERS and regional leadership comprising Hari Karra,
Gaurav Kapahi, Mandar Newasekar, SV Nathan, Kent Francois, Matt Marsh, Pashupati Kumar, and Alka Vyas participated in the special
launch ceremony. As the professionals entered the building, they were pleased to see their new workplace.
Back to top

Launch of first Industry Academy for USI
The USI Industry Learning team and Consumer & Industrial
Products industry, under the leadership Mukesh Kothari, planned
and launched the first-ever industry academy program in
collaboration with Indian Institute of Management (IIM)
Bengaluru, one of the leading business schools in India for retail
subsector at USI. This is a customized five-module sector-focused
learning event specially designed for Deloitte practitioners.
Few salient features of this course are:
· Only one module planned each month to avoid taking
practitioners off the floor
· The class is delivered via case studies focusing on U.S. retail
market
· Class delivered live by experienced faculty from IIM Bengaluru
· Post class assignment provided to practitioners, which is
required to be completed before the next session in groups.
Back to top

USI celebrates International Women's Day 2014

Women leaders inspire their colleagues to celebrate gender diversity and Deloitte’s culture of Inclusion

The USI offices celebrated International Women’s Day 2014 (IWD) through various events and activities on March 7, 2014, providing a
platform for women leaders and professionals to share thoughts and perspectives on "women in the workplace."
The signature IWD event was a panel discussion in the Hyderabad office attended by more than 300 professionals. Three accomplished
women leaders — Sumeeta Hari, one of the first women directors in USI; Kathryn Metcalfe, chief communications officer, Deloitte LLP; and
Suchitra Ella, joint managing director, Bharat Biotech — engaged in a panel discussion on "The Myths and Realities of Women in the
Workforce: Challenging the Status Quo." Joining them in the discussion were Hari Karra, office management partner, Hyderabad, and
Srinivasan Komanduri, regional management director, USI Consulting. Debating on topics ranging from the challenges of networking to
work-life balance to bridging the gender gap in corporate boards, the panelists shared their insights and personal examples focused on
advancing the conversation on gender diversity.
Apart from the panel discussion, activities were conducted in the other USI offices focused on the theme of Inspiring Change. Also given
the importance of families in the Indian culture, a personalized letter of appreciation was sent by USI practice leaders to the families of the
6,100+ women professionals in USI, recognizing the professional’s contribution to Deloitte and the families’ supportive role. The
overwhelming positive response reinforced our commitment to people and showed our "Colleagues for Life" belief in action.
Beyond IWD, USI has focused on building and sustaining a culture of Diversity and Inclusion. Earlier this fiscal, USI launched the Deloitte
Leadership Center for Inclusion in India, with an objective to transform Inclusion from an initiative to a comprehensive approach to
managing talent and building a culture where leaders thrive. The focus areas for the center include gender, persons with disabilities, armed
forces, flexibility, and well-being.
In line with the focus areas for the center and Inclusion at USI, several year-round activities and events have been planned, including
gender sensitization programs, teaming for success sessions, apprenticeship, and new parent programs among others, are in the process
of being rolled out.
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Business students, chief learning officers rate Deloitte among elite

Deloitte continues to earn recognition for its employer brand and commitment to develop talent based on recent accolades from

Universum and Chief Learning Officer magazines.
Universum ranked Deloitte as an IDEAL Employer in America, according to the preferences of more than 65,000 business students
attending 300 U.S. universities. Deloitte is #6 — one spot up from its 2013 ranking. Universum’s annual survey shines a light on the
companies that have the most attractive employer brand by asking students which organizations they would consider joining.
In addition to the Universum ranking, Deloitte was honored with a LearningElite Gold award by Chief Learning Officer magazine for the
fourth consecutive year. Our position on the Gold list leapt 10 spots this year to #12 from #22 based on five criteria — learning strategy,
leadership commitment, learning execution, learning impact, and business performance results.
The LearningElite is directed by a group of chief learning officers and uses best practices to rank the top organizations on impact, size, and
industries served. The program also recognizes companies for leadership development, use of technology, executive buy-in, and content
development and delivery.
To view the full lists, visit the IDEAL Employer and LearningElite sites.
Back to top

Deloitte named to FORTUNE’s '100 Best' list for 15th year
With 15 years on the ‘100 Best Companies to Work For’ list, it is not luck. It is leadership. FORTUNE magazine
announced that Deloitte ranked #61 on its list of "100 Best Companies to Work For," once again ranking above
many key competitors, including the Big Four firms.
“Your feedback has once again placed us on the coveted FORTUNE list, and that is the best part of this
achievement,” said Jennifer Steinmann, chief talent officer, Deloitte LLP. “This recognition encourages us on our
journey to providing our talented people with personalized opportunities to grow, develop, and connect. We are not
there yet — but we have opportunities to continue to move in the right direction.”
The impact of your feedback
To select the “100 Best,” FORTUNE collects cultural information from each organization and conducts what is arguably the most extensive
employee survey in corporate America. A select group of employees are surveyed from each of the participating companies, including
more than 2,000 professionals from Deloitte.
“Each of you plays a key role in the success of our business as well as in building our culture,” added Steinmann. “We listen closely to your
feedback and have consistently worked to foster an environment where leaders thrive.”
To see the full listing of the 2014 “100 Best Companies to Work For,” visit FORTUNE.com.
Back to top

Pushing the boundaries of the human spirit
“If you cannot understand that there is something in man, which responds to the challenge of this mountain and goes out to meet it - that
the struggle is the struggle of life itself upward and forever upward, then you won't see why we go.”
— George Mallory, Climbing Everest: The Complete Writings of George Mallory
No truer words have ever been spoken, and on March 31, 2014, five people from the USI offices chose to respond to the challenge that is
Mount Everest. Towering at an imposing 8,848 meters (29,029 feet) above sea level and located in the Mahalangur section of th e
Himalayas, it is earth’s highest mountain, and the team comprising of Hari Kumar, regional managing principal, USI; Chandrashekar Katuri,
director and analytics leader, USI FAS; Tanmoy Jadhav, senior manager, Office of the Managing Partner; Rajat Raheja, lead talent
business adviser, Enabling Areas; and Arindam Bhattacharjee, manager, Office of Security, chose to trek to the Everest Base Camp (EBC)
and beyond.
A trek to Mt. Everest is definitely not for the faint hearted — with the ever-present dangers such as altitude sickness and inclement
weather, and hazards such as avalanches and the Khumbu Icefall. Speaking on preparing for the trek, Tanmoy Jadhav stated, “We had
been preparing for the last couple of months with physical training in terms of runs, hikes, and cardio exercises to build up stamina.
However, nothing can really prepare you for what you actually face on the mountain. Physical training is certainly an important part;
however, the longer you trek, mental toughness and willpower are what keeps you in the hunt toward the goal.” A last minute flurry of

online shopping to ensure that all their gear was in place, they were ready to leave for the first
leg of their journey from Hyderabad to Kathmandu, Nepal, on March 31, 2014.
After spending close to half a day in Kathmandu, checking and rechecking their gear and
ensuring that each of them carried no more than 15 kilos of weight, including food, clothing, and
camping gear, the team left for Lukla, from where most people start the trek to the EBC.
Incidentally, the Tenzing-Hillary Airport in Lukla, which is where the team landed via a tiny
Beechcraft, holds the record for being the world’s most dangerous airport given the short runway,
the steep gradient, and the sharp angle of approach.
From Lukla (9,356 feet), the team trekked up to Phakding and subsequently to Namche Bazaar,
reaching an altitude of close to 11,350 feet. Given the arduous nature of the trek, while one of the
five members withdrew and returned home, the remaining four team members continued to trek
and acclimatize themselves over the course of the next three days, as they steadily moved up to
reach Dingboche at the height of 15,609 feet. As the rarified air, lack of oxygen, and steep ascent
started to take a toll on the trekkers, they realized that if they wanted to succeed, they had to
work as a team. Each one had to cajole, support, and, if required, even push the other, against
the odds and the elements, to make it to the top. As Chandrashekar Katuri stated, “This trip
challenges everyone to a point where they just want to give up. It is the support of the team that
takes you along. Having a strong leader is a must, and in our case, it helped tremendously. Hari
kept us engaged in conversations on multiple topics and came up with the 60-step and 100-step
models, which helped us tackle steep climbs and kept us from thinking about our aches and
pains.”
Walking across ice glaciers covered with mud and rocks owing to the frequent landslides, the
team closely followed the instructions of its trusted guide and Sherpa and mirrored his footsteps,
lest they end up stepping into crevasses, which at times were more than 200 feet deep. On
several occasions, they also had to take detours to avoid ropeways and bridges that had collapsed owing to landslides.
By this time, food options too were limited to granola bars, Snickers, garlic soup (to act as a natural blood thinner for the high altitude), and
the occasional lentil rice, locally known as Daal Bhaath. Known for its high protein and carbohydrate content, the locals had a popular
tagline associated with it — ‘Daal Bhaath power, 24 hour!’ Finding anything else to eat en route was a rarity, and on being offered an
orange by the guide, Hari Kumar stated, “I do not remember the last time I felt this happy to see or eat an orange! Of course, peeling a
frozen orange in the biting cold is an altogether different experience!”
Through it all, if there was one constant companion for the trekkers, it was the Dudh Kosi River. With its origins in the glaciers, the river
meandered through the mountains and accompanied all trekkers as they climbed and descended the trails on their journey to the EBC. As
Arindam Bhattacharjee pointed out, “The River cuts through the rocks not by force but by perseverance and persistence. This pretty much
became the cornerstone of our very determined approach, as we continued to climb toward the EBC.”
On April 8, 2014, the team trekked higher up to Lobuche at the height of 16,203 feet and was a day away from the final push to the EBC
and subsequently to Kalapatthar at the height of 18,299 feet. However, by this time, the nights too were starting to get extremely cold and
uncomfortable with the temperatures ranging at -10 degrees centigrade. Even the simple act of getting in and out of a sleeping bag was a
25-minute ordeal, given the exhaustion from the lack of oxygen and the multiple layers of clothing and material each of them needed to
wrap themselves in, to withstand the sub-zero temperatures.
At the crack of dawn on April 9, 2014, the team set out toward the EBC and arrived at it by late noon. Standing at 17,700 feet — tired,
exhausted, but with a sense of immense accomplishment, the team unfurled the Indian Flag to celebrate their achievement. They spent the
night at the EBC and next day set out to scale Kalapatthar — the final destination in their trek, located at the height of 18,299 feet. Here is
where they unfurled the Deloitte banner to celebrate their accomplishment and took a moment to reflect on all they had gone t hrough to
make it to this place.
Soon, they started their trek down to Pheriche located at 13,900 feet. While trekking uphill was tiring and strenuous, the descent was no
less. Taking a severe toll on the body, especially the knees, the only saving grace was the fact that the oxygen content in the air was
steadily increasing and so the body found it easier to cope with. However, the fact that even while descending, the team needed to cross
ridges and climb up and down several mountains and hills, it was an arduous task which tested their resolve and mettle. Over the course of
the next two days, they continued to descend to Namche Bazar and subsequently to Lukla. This was when the feeling of getting back
home started to sink in. Taking the flight back to Kathmandu and then to Mumbai, the team arrived in Hyderabad on the night of April 14,
2014, after having spent a grueling 14 days, pushing themselves to their limits and beyond.
On landing back in Hyderabad, echoing Sir Edmund Hillary’s words, Hari Kumar reiterated, “I don’t believe we conquered Everest. We just
conquered ourselves. The words that ring out to me from this once in a lifetime trip are determination, commitment, hard work, and most
importantly, grit. It was all about mind over body.”
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Anirban Joardar
“I had an eventful 2014, first got married in January and by chance was able to come back to Deloitte, the company I enjoyed working for
most part of my career. In February 2014, I joined the Corporate Finance (CF) team of Deloitte India in Mumbai (popularly known as DIJV
— Deloitte India Joint Venture) from PwC Kolkata.”
“When my offer with another company was still being confirmed, I attended interview with Deloitte India CF team, which has joint venture
with UK and Canada firms. Interestingly, USI Hyderabad experience helped me in a great deal in securing this job. I am thankful to you for
the opportunity to work with USI — KMS team and the experience that it gave me. Love to be a part of Green dot again.”
Debasish Mishra
Today, I could not resist my thoughts from getting transformed into words, intending to convey the meaning after reading The Network U.S. India Alumni Newsletter.
"I was in RCS practice during my tenure with Deloitte in the year 2005. Currently, I work as Senior Engagement Manager-Program
Management Consulting for TATA Consultancy Services. As my job demands, I travel extensively across the globe for both, short and long
terms. I have been a lone traveler for all these years. Do you know the reason why is it so? This is because I have married a dedicated
Deloitte employee whose name is Preethi Panasa.”
“I must salute her for the efforts and interest she takes in striking a perfect balance between her work and life. Being a mother of two kids
— one is 3.5 years old and the other is just 1.5 years, at the same time playing a single home maker role is not as easy to narrate stating
she is undoubtedly a sincere Deloitte employee since more than nine years now. While I am at home for less than a quarter of a year,
every morning I see her interestingly playing all the roles, being a mother, spouse, and an employee who is ready to leave for work. More
surprisingly, I find her in the same spirit to end the role play for that day after returning from work.”
“I truly believe that it is only Deloitte which offers a whole flexible world to all its employees and I feel very proud every time I share this
story with anyone, especially reminding myself to return to this delighted family."
Swetha Chandrashekhar
After Deloitte....And what comes Next
“The very fact that I am writing this article now, as soon as I read the email from the Alumni team, proves that Deloitte is one name that
remains with you, one which you wouldn't want to let go of. And I mean that. The other day I tried to log into my laptop with the user name
'swchandrashekhar' — my username in my Deloitte laptop. And I was surprised on how easily my mind was tuned to type that
username — it was my instinct. It didn't even feel like I am an alumnus. For the first couple of weeks, I felt like I was on a long PTO and
due to return to work soon.”
“Now that I am getting used to a life without having to type the word 'swchandrashekhar' anymore, I look back at the first two years of my
career and how great they were because I worked at Deloitte. I am not employed right now and I don't know how long it will be before I am,
but even if I was, I think the hangover would still be there. :) I would like to call it the D hangover, if you will.”
“So what is it that makes Deloitte such an unforgettable work environment? It’s the people and obviously, the work culture. I am sure all of
us have heard that before, many times actually. But that is what sets this company apart. People enjoy what they do. There are always
more people to be friends with. There is always something to keep you occupied. There is always room for growth. I think people will miss
that wherever they go. They might get a huge pay rise or a more challenging role, but they most certainly will find it very difficult to find a
community to equal the one in Deloitte.”
Let the D hangover live on!
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Following us on LinkedIn?
More than 10,900+ followers….and counting
follow us in telling the world that Deloitte is the best place to be. Spread the word!

To access the U.S. alumni newsletter, click here.
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